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Library budgets hours
Mary Alynn E'Golf
Asst. News Editor

f"Phe library and good study
|
habits do go hand in hand,
but to keep the library open just
for study, it becomes an expensive
study hall," said Tom Leonhardt,
dean of libraries.
As of now, the library remains
open until 8 p.m. on Friday and
Saturday and 11 p.m. on Sunday
through Thursday "because that's
what we can afford," said Leon
hardt.
Budget concerns have become
an issue and according to
Leonhardt, "part of my job is to
look at the budget and make deci
sions. We get a budget for tempor
ary help out of which students are
hired. Work study pays for 75
percent of the salaries during the
school year, while during the sum
mer the library is responsible for all
money."
Traditionally low service times,
the hours were cut to 8 p.m. on
Friday and Saturday because "we
had to look for times that would be
least harmful to students," said
Leonhardt.
A suggestion box was imple
mented by Dean Leonhardt and he
hasn't "seen any complaints about
lack of access to library facilities.
Our primary concern is to serve
students and provide one to one
assistance and instruction."
Student supervisors are currently
in charge of the library during the

evening hours. With five positions
vacant, 45 percent of the perma
nent faculty/staff is overworked.
"We are now looking for a night
supervisor to take the pressure off
the students, and we will hire two
reference librarians and three fa
culty/staff to take the load off,"
said Leonhardt.
According to Leonhardt, refer
ence service is the most important
aspect of the library to the stu
dents. "I haven't worked in a place
yet where that wasn't important. It
is my goal to have a reference
librarian available during hours
that the library is open," he said.
"We are concerned about serv
ing the students and a primary
concern is to be open when
students need materials and help.
The issue should be defined; is it
study space or materials that are
needed by the students?" said
Leonhardt.
Other alternatives can be made
available if the only need is a quiet
study space, according to Leon
hardt. "Maybe a classroom can be
set aside for that. It would be fine
if we had a floor at the library we
could isolate for this reason, but
you still need the staff."
Dean Leonhardt encourages stu
dents to use the suggestion box and
voice any concerns they might
have; "We are here to serve
students, faculty and staff. If we're
not doing a good job, I want to
hear about it."

Atchley dedicates year

MaSSeS flOCk tO See the Pope

Pope John Paul II

Christina Barnes
News Editor

Editor's note: I had the privilege of
seeing the Pope. I did not intend to
write a news article, but here are
some of my experiences.
any Stockton farmworkers
were among the masses who
flocked to see, hear, and reach out
to touch this man they so respect
ed; a man from a country so far
away, yet one whom they admire
and love more than the president
of their own country. Wherever he
goes, Pope John Paul II brings with
him an aura of love and peace,
rare in many American lives
today,
which
he
spreads
throughout the awaiting masses
that crowded in the California sun
shine on the hillsides of Laguna
Seca Raceway in Monterey on Sep
tember 17.
He arrived in a helicopter, which
settled down upon a wide dirt field,
covered with white tents, white
trucks, and white "Pepsi-Cola"
and "Budweiser" booths, before a
backgound of dry, almost barren
hillsides sparsely covered with pine
trees and heavily laden with armed

M

police officers. Thousands of
people lined the hillsides, watching
him emerge and waiting for him to
drive by them In his bullet proof
vehicle, in which he sat enclosed
behind a clear glass shield.
The masses rushed forward,
cameras flashing and voices cheer
ing, as the little man, dressed in a
white robe and small white cap
upon his head, rode by, waving
and bowing to these people whom
he so loves.
The Pope ended his tour of
the crowds and approached the
white cross-shaped platform, sur
rounded by a carpet of crimson
flowers. A choir opened the cere
mony with a gathering hymn, as
the people stared and eagerly awaited the sound of the Pope's
powerful voice.
The
Pope
was
wel
comed by Bishop Thaddeus Shubsda of the Diocese of Monterey,
followed by more introductory
rites and a prayer until finally he
came to the speech the farmers
waited to hear. They sat in the
broiling heat of the sun, but dis
comfort went unacknowledged, as
silence spread across the masses,
and eager and attentive eyes rested

Censorship case
goes to high court
Christine Olson
Staff Writer

A

t 4 p.m., Thursday, Septem
ber 17, exactly two hundred
years after the signing of the Constation, UOP faculty, students,
staff gathered in Morris
Chapel for the Dedication of the
Academic Year.
In the principal dedication ad"css, President Bill Atchley sug
gested that the task of the Universi
ty is to "weld together imagination
m experience," and that it is the
resPonsibility of the educators to
educate the "total person."
Atchley tied many of his tasks as
President of the University to those
the faculty and students. He
teferred to realities such as budJjeis, alumni, athletics, and misun
derstandings. These concerns, he
?®d, "bring the headaches and the
"eartaches."

. Atchley reflected on his exper
iences as president of Clemson Un
iversity. Clemson is a "fine univerSlty" with "great opportunities
high academic values." Howe5> the university's energies were
j^ed t0 ^ athletic program
tach, Atchley believes, compro

mised the commitment to higher
levels of learning.
Bill Atchley has many aspira
tions for UOP. He feels " * a
"university with unique capabiht
ies and a great amount of tradi
tion " These capabilities are not
totally defined," making it possiSefortheUniv^jy^buddon
the uniqueness. He saia, yvc
never have to apologize for not
S a Stanford or MIT.We wdl
te tetter because »e knot, were
g<^e'new

president does n « w «
to "fill the shoes of his Pieces
sor or follow in anyone s foot
Sps With his "new shoes,
Atchley intends to break tradition.
He plans to ,<come d°WI\? °
the clouds" and talk to the Univer.
I 'ittppc "You have to do
KEK that'a w« i£
all about when you're making
S1°president

Atchley dedicated the
"happy ending down the
year to a
truly be a
line. He sat ,
work.
family-It wiU t^ o
e
ine above the average ^average isn't good enough- We ve
got to be better.

Since 1908

Christina Barnes
News Editor

T

his year a unique challenge
to the First Amendment of
the United States Constitution is
being brought to the bar of the
U.S. Supreme Court. The case of
Hazelwood High School vs.
Kuhlmeier, is the first student
newspaper censorship case to reach
the High Court.
The controversy began when
students at Hazelwood East High
School in St. Louis, MO, planned
to publish a series of articles in the
student newspaper, the Spectrum,
about various social problems
faced by teenagers. The stories
focused on teen sex, pregnancy,
divorce, runaways and delinquenCy,
Without consulting the student
editors, Principal Robert Reynolds
censored a two-page spread from
the May 1983 issue of the Spec
trum because the material, he said,
was "inappropriate" and "too
sensitive."
,
principal Reynolds specifically
objected to two stories: one that
contained "personal" accounts of

.
—
TI«nn1,i,An/l P+ll/Jant
pregnant
Hazelwood students and
another that discussed the impact
of divorce on children.
In the first story, Reynolds felt
that the girls quoted (they had
given permission and no names
were used) were too easy to identi
fy. He said the issue of teenage
pregnancy was "too sensitive" for
the "immature audience" at Haze
lwood East.
Reynolds further claimed that
the second story was an invasion of
privacy, even though it didn't
name the students quoted, because
the parents weren't contacted.
In response to the censorship,
three students, Cathy Kuhlmeier,
Leslie Smart and Leanne Tippett,
filed a lawsuit against the school
district. The district filed a motion
to dismiss the case, but District
Judge John Nangle ruled in Fe
bruary 1984 that students had
"sufficient claim to challenge the
censorship."
In the legal briefs, journalism
teachers and students claimed they
were entitled to the same First
Amendment Protection against
prior restraint as tne commen t
press.
(see AMENDMENT, page 3)

on the admired man at the center
of the cross.
"Work does not end in the
individual, but functions in rela
tion to family and society," he
stated. "It can join people in soli
darity of a common goal," or it
can put people at odds "through
competition and social conflict."
"God blesses the United States
with some of the richest farmland
in the world," he said. "It contains
a history of hard, weary work, of
courage, and of the interaction of
many people."
Yet, the Pope suggested, who in
America recognizes such princi
ples, when thousands of farmers
have been introduced to poverty in
today's society? "The voices of
these farmers need to be heard,"
he said, voicing the need for a just
wage, for decent housing, and for
a fair price for products.
The situation of the farming
community of the United States is
a "highly complex" one, the Pope
noted. "The Church can give no
specific solution," except that of
"social teaching qn the primacy of
the individual person."
"The right and well-being of the
people should be the central is
sue," he exhorted his listeners
gathered upon the hill, for no one
is greater in the eyes of God;
everyone is equal. The Holy Father
then appealed for all Americans to
work together, in a community of
sincere and effective solidarity, to
find the appropriate solutions to
the threatening poverty problems
of the agricultural workers of
America today.
"It is everyone's responsibility
to work for the future genera
tions," he said. "We cannot say
we love the land, then take steps to
destroy its use by future genera
tions...Americans must unite with
each other to salvage this gift."
Thus all Americans must respect
the just claims of their brothers
and sisters, including their
"participation in making decisions
concerning their situations and
economic advancement," he stat
ed. For with the new legislation,
farmers have become "brothers,"
yet they remain as "strangers in

society.
In addition, Americans now, ap
pealed the Pope, need to look
upon themselves and their own
needs and to the needs of the
poorer countries, and "not to for
get the Lord...and those whom he
loves."
"Work," he continues, "is an
essential aspect of our human
existence...And we must recover
our energies and strengths of spirit
for the tasks of life." "We"
should then use pleasure time to do
"spiritual exercises," which invol
ves, most importantly, the foster
ing of human relationships bet
ween family and friends.
"Uphold the dignity of your
work, and bear...witness to the
Christian faith," he ended. "The
fruits of work are your offerings."
The choir and band burst into
songs of prayer, as members of the
assembly slowly made their way
down the long base of the crossshaped platform toward the Pope
seated in his presidential chair.
They carried gifts for the needs of
the Church and the poor, and each
dressed in the appropriate clothing
of different nationalities: Spanish,
English, Italian, native American,
Portuguese, Croatian, Tagalog,
and Vietnamese.
The masses then pushed forward
to perform their rites of communi
on, spurred by the strong words of
their wise leader.
Finally, their eyes dazed, their
minds astir, and their souls adrift,
the people shuffled along toward
the buses that would take them
away from this now historical site;
past the guarding officers, away
from the protective stares of uni
formed policemen, past the hills of
bushes where army men lay
dressed in camouflage, to their
vehicles which would take them
back to their ordinary lives in
America.
Yet they would return with a
- piece of the man so admired; with
some words upon which they
would reflect and contemplate;
and with some wisdom and love
which rarely shines in the busy,
competitive lives of today's
Americans.
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Allen sets goals
Kris Hill
Staff Writer

E

verywhere on campus one
hears or sees the term
"ASUOP," but many don't know
what it means. The Associated
Students of the University of the
Pacific (ASUOP) can be confusing
because it involves many depar
tments rolled into one.
Basically, ASUOP is the official
representative of all UOP students;
all students with more than six and
half units are automatically
members of the association.
Yet, along with acting as the
voice of the students, ASUOP also
provides on-campus entertain
ment, student government, and
many of the services offered to
UOP students daily. ASUOP takes
on the responsibility of trying to
make UOP the most enriching ex
perience possible for the students.
Accomplishing all of these re
sponsibilities in one academic year
appears to be an impossible task,
which is why ASUOP President
Norman Allen and his staff recent
ly completed a four day retreat.
Twice during the school year the
staff goes on a retreat to

define their goals and objectives,
and ASUOP's role on campus.
According to Allen, the staff
feels that an additional benefit of
the retreats is ttat by learning to
work well together and respect
each other, they become a better
team and thus are able to maximize
the services they offer to the stu
dent body.
Allen stated two goals for this
year. The first is that all students
benefit from ASUOP's efforts on
campus. The second is that those
involved in ASUOP learn from
their experiences in the association
In order to accomplish these
goals, Allen said the staff hopes to
offer the types of services that
people want and run all depart
ments at maximum efficiency.
Allen Works For Students
As the official spokesperson of
the student body, Allen feels
need to "defend the rights of the
students."
For example, the UOP main
library currently closes at 8 p.m.
on Friday and Saturday, which
many students claim is too early.
At the request of students, Allen is
trying to lengthen those hours.
(see ASUOP, page 2)
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AASU holds reception

In the news

ASUOP

students, discuss upcomin
programs, and celebrate d
of this academic year a l- %
of the evening were selJr8^^!
the Gospel Choir, directH!?"5 by
los Sanders. The choir 2^
"Don't Worry," "j
Spirit," and "When
Over," with solos by lSpL'ft if
and Lamont Smith.

National
BICENTENNIAL CEI.EBRATIONS... Rain didn't dampen spirits
during the celebration of the 200lh anniversary of the signing of the
U.S. Constitution. President Reagan spoke outside Independence
Hall, calling the completion of the Constitution the moment "the
Revolution truly began." Former Justice Warren Burger praised the
charter as the "greatest work of government the world has ever seen."
He then tolled a replica of the Liberty Bell, which signaled the
beginning of 200 seconds of bcQ ringing throughout the U.S.

Towards the end of th,
AASU President b\>
Thompson asked forThlivk15

support from the
of
students on this camnv,,^
jessed was the impo^,
being mvolved with several ^ of
of this University in 0rH
enhance
the
total
.,10
(see AASU, page 8)

NAVY ACCUSED OF SEXISM... In a report sent by a special
committee studying the treatment of women serving the Navy and
Marines in the Padflc, many disturbing allegations were included:
A captain of 3 Navy salvage vessel in the Pacific was overheard
offering to "sell" female crew members to Koreans; at the U.S.
naval base at Subic Bay in the Philippines, local go-go girls stripped in
the sailors dubs while prostitutes circulated among the tables; in the
town of Oiongapo, women on liberty from the Navy and Marines
were "grabbed on the streets by the military men, who treated them as
though they were free game."

^\
"

MORRIS CHAPFI
UNIVERSE OF T^Aclr)c

AMERICA ISSUES APOLOGY... After a long debate last week, the
House of Representatives voted 243 to 141 to issue a formal apology
to the 120,000 Japanese Americans who were forced to go to
resettlement camps during World War II. The resolution also provides
a S50 million fund to educate the public about the detainment
program and controversial SI.2 billion in restitution payments to the
approximately 60,000survivors of the camps.
Btl.I. COSBY' IS ON A ROI.I.... The Cosby Show is a number-one
hit. Fatherhood his first book, has set sales records. Time Flies, his
second book, has just been published. He keeps on working, doing
commercials, concerts, movies and more, making Americans laugh.

WASHINGTON CENTER OFFERS INTERNSHIPS...Over 800
agencies will seek interns from the Washington Center, offering
internships and symposia programs in the capital city Washing
ton Center's Administrative Director Jane Nichols will be on campus
Monday. Sept. 28, from 8:30 a.m. • 3:30 p.m. Classroom
presentations will be made in Knolcs Hall, room 210 at 10 a.m.,
Wenddl Phillips Center, room 140 at 11:45 a.m., the Education
Building, room 206 at 2 p.m., and in the School of International
Studies at 3 p.m. Students can also meet with Nichols in the
Co-op/Internship office from 4:15 p.m. - 5:30 p.m. For more
information contact the Co-op/Internship office in Anderson Hall or
call 946-2273.
INTERNATIONAL NEWS... This week, look for the first edition of
the International Bulletin. The Bulletin covers the activities of tte.
School of International Studies and international organizations, and
features information on studying abroad. For more information on
the Bulletin, call the Office of International Programs, at 946-2591.

Sunday
'September 27
11:"0 "'J987
Dr. G,ry B. Putnin
University Chipta,

11:00 a.m. Worship
Every Sunday of the

Imelda Marcos
have we got a
shoe
.
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Get a checkup. Life is w

MEMORIAL FUND GAME...The Pacific football team will be
challenging CSU Long Beach in the Memorial Fund Game on
Saturday, October 10 at 8 p.m. at the Pacific Memorial
Stadium. Proceeds from the event will be donated to the California
Vietnam Veteran's Memorial Fund.
WORLD ON WEI)NESDAY...r 1. Gerald Hewitt will give a presenta
tion the historical and political development of the Iranian Revolution
at World on Wednesday on September 30 in the Bechtel International
Center. Dr. Hewitt, a member of the faculty of the College of the
Pacific, leaches courses for the School of Internationa] Studies. Lunch
will be served free to all UOP students. All others are asked to
contribute a SI to S2 donation.
ALPHA LAMBDA DELTA MEETING... is scheduled for Thurs
day. September 24, at 6 p.m. in the Regents' Dining Room (not the
Gold Room as previously announced). Those students who were not
able to attend the ceremony on September 15 will be initiated at this
meeting. Immediately following the initiation ceremony, the election
of officers for the coming year will take place, followed by the
installation ceremony of new officers.

TV K-656 Rhythm™

Says,

DELTA DELTA DELTA CAR WASH...UOP's chapter of the Delta
Delta Delta sorority will hold its second annual scholarship car wash
on Friday, September 25, from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m., in the parking lot
behind the sorority circle. The event operates on a donation basis.
These donations will go toward the Tri Delta scholarship fund. For
more information, cohtact Tri Delta at 946-9373 or 946-9313.
UPBEAT INDOOR REC. COMMITTEE...The UPBEAT Indoor
Recreation Committee is looking for members to help with indoor
games/tournaments and to help with Pacific's Fust Annual Sexual
Awareness Week. A meeting will be held in the McCaffrey Center
Conference Room on Tuesday, September 29, at 6 p.m. For more
information, call Ben Kakimoto, Indoor Rec. chair, at ASUOP at
946-2233.
UPBEAT EVENTS...UPBEAT will be sponsoring the following
events this week; On Thursday, September 24. "The Price is Right" a:
8 p.m. in the McCaffrey Center Theatre, followed by an ice-cream
social. Or Saturday, September 26, students are invited to go on a trip
to V cwemiir Cost is $5 a person, and everyone must meet at Burns
Tower at 7 a.m. Spaces are limited, so be sure to make your
reservations through Kim Austin, Outdoor Rec. chair at 946-2233 On
Saturday. September 26, a Comedy Show will be held at the Fay
Spanos Concert Hall at 7 p.m. Guests will be Bob Sarlatte and Ellen
DcGerrcres.
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Tuesday and Thursday Evenings
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Contact Aline De Eraso, Art Department Secretary
946-2241
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Senate offers help
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tablished last year.
The "open forum" occurs at the
News
Editor
News Ed
first meeting of each month, which
lthough not understood by
is "open for anybody in the Uni
many students, the Senate, a
versity community to come air their
legislative branch of ASUOP, funcopinions on any issue," according
to Rohde
tions as a "student voice" of
student government. Its purpose
The Senate meetings are held
is "to legislate within ASUOF and
Monday nights at 9 p.m. in the
student community about
McCaffrey Center Conference
what's best for them," according
Room. All of the meetings, in
to Tim Rohde
addition to the "open forum," are
"We do decide very important
open to all students. Currently the
(j^ngs weekly," stated Rohde
Senate is discussing the revision of
"We are the final authority in
election code bylaws and the
revision of constituent school fund
ASUOP."
Yet, as Rohde said, students
ing, and is beginning wortf on
must Jet the Senate know their
new issues.
opinions for the senators to be
Students are encouraged to con
jepresentative of them. In order to
tact any of the following senators
encourage this idea, the Senate is
with questions, complaints, views
continuing the "open forum" esor ideas.
Timothy Rohde TownhouseC6— SPEAKER•••»••••••• 477-4680
Meies Blagburn, FRESHMAN CLASS
944-7934
Jeff Boyd, SASBPA # •••••••••••
946-9342
CameCanteras,SENIORCLASS
944-7271
Gaylynne Castleberry, FRESHMAN CLASS ............ 944-7562
Danny Dunne, UNIVERSITY COLLEGE .•••••••.. 952-5412
KimEres,ASSE • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 946-9315
ReyEtrata,ASP
•••••••••, 944-7309
BrianFleisher, FRESHMAN CLASS••••••••••••••••• 946-2042
MaureenFraga,OASIS
944-7000
Katie Garrett,CSS i*••
944-7942
Tiffany Hanson, COPA
946-2005
Charlene Harris, JUNIOR CLASS •••••••••••••••••.. 944-7181
Wendy Hoeffer, SOPHOMORE CLASS ••....
944-7559
Jason Howard, SASBPA
946-9342
Louise Itoy JUNIOR CLASS
951-9008
Shaunna Larson, OASIS •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 944-7099
JeffLerch, IFC
476-9425
RandallLum, AES
••••••••••••• 957-9729
Nina Malik, ASP ••••
473-3428
Todd Manes, AES...
943-0963
Michelle McGowan, PANHELLENIC
946-9326
Doug Murphy, CSS .•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 478-8530
BrianOatman, RHA <••• ••••••••••••••••.•••••••• 946-2018
Dave Oberholtzer, UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
478-7112
Kim Schumacher, ASSE •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 946-2233
Anne Sciannella, SENIOR CLASS ••••••••••••••••••• 946-2233
946-2233
Shirley Uyeda, OFF CAMPUS
,944-7435
Chinh Vu, SOPHOMORE CLASS
,944-7763
Jennifer Woodford, SOPHOMORE CLASS
946-2022
Manuel Yanez, COPA
Christina Barnes
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Get a checkup. Life is worth it.

P

hi Delta Chi and Sigma
Alpha Epsilon are spon
soring this year's UOP Greek
Week Blood Drive for Delta Blood
Bank. The drive will take place on
Tuesday, October 4, from 10:30
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. in Raymond
Great Hall.
Last year the groups collected
106 pints of blood from UOP stu
dents. This year the group has set a
goal to double this amount.
As in the past, the groups are
trying to involve both the com
munity and campus, "because the
primary benefits go towards the
community," stated Dave Elder of
Phi Delta Chi.
Sign-ups are encouraged, and
can be done in the McCaffery
Center, Pharmacy School, and
dining halls, or by calling
474-7693. All donors will receive a
free t-shirt or baseball cap and "all
the cookies and coffee or orange
juice they can hold!"

(continued from page 1)
The principals and administra
tors. on the other side, argued that
a free press threatens peace in the
school and may disrupt the educa
tional process. They also argued
that since the paper was school
curriculum, it was subject to
school policies, and that the princi
pal was the publisher of the paper.
Trial Continually Delayed
According to a Student Press
Law Center Report, the trial,
originally scheduled for August
1983, was continually delayed be
cause of a death in a school board
member's family and because the
judge did not have time on his jury
docket to hear the case.
During this time, the school
district, according to the report,
tried again to have the case dismis
sed, using the excuse that the plain
tiffs had all graduated. American

Capital center offers
learning programs
Laura Bruzesse
Staff Writer

O

n Monday, September 28, a
representative from the
Washington Center will be on
campus from 8:30 a.m. to 5:30
p.m. to give a series of workshops
and presentations about various
Washington Center programs. The
Washington Center is a "living
learning laboratory" in the heart
of Washington, D.C.
Founded in 1975 as the Wash
ington Center for Learning Al
ternatives, it is the only indepen
dent, nonprofit organization that
alllows students to get credit from
their home schools for experiential
learning. Participants tend to be
"bright, highly motivated people"
from a wide range of backgrounds,
age groups, and interests who want
to focus on career skills and op
tions, according to Jody Smith,
associate director of the CO-OP/
Internship program.
The internship program pro
vides full-time, supervised work ex
perience and weekly academic se
minars for undergraduate and

Civil Liberties Union attorney
Steve Miller then asked for a man
datory injunction requiring the
school district to allow publication
of the censored stories. He also
sought $25,000 in punitive damag
es and $10,000 in actual damages
for each student.
The May 1985 decision of the
U.S. District Court for the Eastern
District of Missouri stated: Spec
trum is an integral part of the
school's curriculum and therefore
does not have the right of First
Amendment protection. Because
the school's publication policy re
quiring prior review, the judge
stated the principal and adviser did
not have control over the paper's
content. The students appealed this
decision.
SPLC Aids Students
The SPLC filed an gmicus curi
ae (friend of the court) brief in
support of the students' appeal. It
argued that the paper was entitled
to First Amendment protection of
public forum because it satisfied all
public forum requirements set by
the courts. (Articles and letters to
the editor were sent from people
outside the journalism class and

mmm

*see your name in print
* expand your resume or portfolio
* share your talent
* become more of a part of UOP
* rewarding experience
* need not write every week
* improve your writing
If you feel you are enthusiastic, dedicated,
and talented come up and talk to any of our
seven page editors. If you can't come up, then
give us a call at 946-2114 or 946-21 55. the
pacifican is located on the third floor of Hand
Hall.

.

Ask about:
GUARANTEED STUDENT LOANS
and
SUPPLEMENTAL LOANS
For STUDENTS
(Parent Loans are also available.)
Within seven days* after Educaid
receives your correctly completed
application, your GSL or SLS check
will be on its way to your Financial
Aid Office. See your FAO and ask
for Educaid. Or call us and we II
send you an application.

BONUS!
SLS: Educaid, unlike many lenders,
capitalizes (adds interest to
principal) only once-at
graduation. No interest on
interest-a substantial savings
to you.

I .,w,ri.«iny time may take longer Allow
r .
'Educaid's processing t.me. Sc"»•' P £ e b e f K o r ( . a n d a f t e r Educa.d s 7 days,
time for U.S. mail and school P
n o n -deferred SLS loans.
Add a couple of extra days for processing

Educaid
3 3 °' C

c*
f Suite 100-A Sacramento, CA 95816 (916) 446-1626
T o m Orange County,S. Calif,
From t h e B a y Area: (415) 982 7667
Toll free in Calif.: (800) 441-7667
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Editor's Note:
Next week: An examination of a
case which ended in a decision
against the student's rights of free
dom of speech, which may affect
the outcome oF the Hazelwood
High School vs. Kuhlmeier case.

needs you to be a

1

tv*1?
i**"*

controversial issues were covered.)
In the summer of 1986, the U.S.
Court of Appeals in St. Louis
made the following decision: The
schooTdistrict naa violated tne
First Amendment rights of three
former students of Hazelwood
East High School by censoring the
articles that appeared in May 1983.
The Court also ruled that the
paper was a "public forum for the
expression of student opinion"
and that articles objected to by the
administrators "could not have
been forecast to materially disrupt
classwork, give rise to substantial
disorder, or invade the rights of
others."
On November 22, 1986, Hazelwood School District filed a peti
tion with the U.S. Supreme Court
asking for a reversal of this deci
sion. This past summer, the Su
preme Court agreed to hear the
case. The hearings will take place
in the spring of 1988.

the pacifican

graduate students. The symposia
program offers a two to three week
in-depth examination of career
trends and national issues for
students, nonstudents and faculty.
Although structured differently,
both programs are designed to
show participants what life is like
in a chosen career field and to
bring them up to date on the
changes and innovations taking
place in that field.
Because the program is located
in the nation's capital city, it is
ideal for examining the inner life of
the capital as well as being one of
the most accessible cities in the
world. To help students take
advantage of its programs, the
Washington Center has established
a formal relationship with
hundreds of schools throughout
the United States, among which
UOP is only one.
The program affiliation pro
vides staff members to serve as a
campus liasion with the Center and
set up a system of fee and credit
arrangements. For more informa
tion, call the Cp-QP office at
946-227
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the pacifican is published every Thursday, except during vacations
and final exams week, by students of the University of the Pacific.
Comments from readers are welcome and strongly encouraged.
Letters should be brief (500 word maximum) and typewritten on one
side of the paper. Writers must sign their names for publication and
each must give an address and a telephone number through which the
letter can he verified, although neither street address ^r telephone
numbers will be published, the paciftcan reserves the right to con
dense. AUktten must be submitted by Monday at noon
the oaciftcan office is located on the third floor of Hand Hall,
University of the Pacific, Stockton. California 95211. Office hours
are Monday through Friday 10-5. or by personal appointment.
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madness?
is
it
music
or
Call waiting

No support?
The field hockey team played a (tame last Saturday. Did
anyone go? A few people might have shown up—maybe. 1
When was the last time students lined Brookside Field for
a hockey game? Or for that matter, when have a large
number of students shown up for any wpmen's sport
other than volleyball? This lack of support is deplorable,
and can be directed both to the student body and the
athletic department.

Letter
to the
editor

It is not a question of winning. The teams have won.
The field hockey team was second in the NorPac
Conference last year, and the women's softball and
basketball teams have been competitive. Success has been
steady in every women's sport. Contrastingly, the hapless,
grossly expensive football team, as well as the disappoint- I
tng basketball team, see winning seasons as often as we
see Haley's Comet.
In the case of field hockey there has not even been a
| push by the athletic department to make sure people
know when the games arc scheduled. The Pacific Athletics \
Pocket Schedule for fall sports does not contain a
schedule for field hockey.

UOP isn't
so bad

Regardless of where the money goes, to winners or
losers, without the support of the student-body, no sport
can be a success.
I
I
I
I

So what are the women's teams supposed to do? They
have done their job. They have won games, kept within
their budgets, and supplied good collegiate competition. It
seems the emphasis at UOP has been too much with the
teams that lose both on the field and at the bank.

Why won't the athletic department give more backing
I to the women's teams? What is their logic? The teams are
I not expensive, they are successful, and if promoted could
I get more support.
Let there be no misunderstanding. The criticism is not
I against the players of any team. All the athletes should be
commendea for the time they devote. The problem stems
|primarily from the policies of the athletic department.

Pacific talks ...
Do women's sports get enough
support at UOP?

To the woman who play for our school: keep your
I heads high. It is of little comfort, but be appeased by the
knowledge that the athletic department is setting a low
standard by putting their pocket-books with losers, and
I consequently compromising their own dignity.

A dirty dilemma
• Have you ever tried riding over the University Town
house parking lot on a motor scooter? Well, it makes a
rollercoaster seem like floating on air. Granted, a motor
scooter does not have the advanced suspension that most
cars have, but the ride in most cars is not that great either.
Ask the majority of students who live in the
Townhouses, and they will tell you that it's a great place
to live, except when it comes to parking your car.

Vlcki Fuller
IfagjBsh
Junior
"Probably not. Most of the atten
tion's centered around our football
and Volleyball teams. And I have
not personally been exposed to
the other female sports other than
volleyball."

'Besides volleyball, 1 don't think
hovrln "

If you are not lucky enough to get parking on the
so-called paved side, there is always plenty of room on the
dirt side — but close your vents or else you will breath
The worst part of the whole experience is that until
recently all Townhouse residents with cars were forced to
purchase "A" parking permits. A $50 "A" permit for a
lot with loose gravel, semi-filled potholes, gargantuan
speed bumps, and inadequate parking? The students
complained.
Just this past week, a campaign, led by ASUOP
President Norman Allen, who is also a Townhouse
resident, resulted in . .e lot being changed from an "A"
permit to the cheaper "B" permit.
This change is fine for now. It would be better to
completely pave the lot, eLmir^ting the rough,
dust-creating section and creati-g a larger and higher
quality parking lot.
Since the Townhouses are part of the University
Community, it makes sense for the Townhouse lots to
meet the standards of all other University parking lots.

"I'm not too informed. I haven
heard that much."
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Comedians to entertain UOP
Jim Smith
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•CONCERTS AND ENTERTAINMENT

Entertainment Editor

i
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• Lynyrd Skynyrd with special guest The Rossington Band will be at the *
•Cal Expo Amphitheatre on Friday, September 25 at 7:30 p.m. Tickets1
J for the show will be $17.50 general admission.
*

•
*
• The Care along with a surprise guest will be appearing at the Cai Expo{
J Amphitheatre on Wednesday, September 30 at 7:30 p.m. Tickets for *
• the show will be $17.50 reserved.
>•
1
i
J Whitney Houston with guest Jonathan Butler will be at the Oakland *
•Coliseum on Thursday, October 1 at 8 p.m. Tickets for the show will *
J be $18.50 reserved.
J

•

*

•The Beach Boys will be rockin' the Cal Expo Amphitheatre on J
J Saturday, October 10 at 3 p.m. Tickets for this show will be $17.50.
*
•
*
•Day on the Green will be presented at the Oakland Coliseum on 1
JSaturday, October 10 at 3 p.m. Motley Crue, Whitesnake and Poison *
*
•willbe performing. Tickets for the show will be $20.00.
*
*
J Michael Franks and Stanley Jordan will be appearing at the Warfield *
•Theatre on Saturday, October 10 at 7 p.m. and 10:30 p.m. Tickets for *
*
•the show will be $17.50 reserved.
*
*
•
*
*
{CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
*
•
*
J The Pacific Arts Woodwind Quintet will perform its first public *
•recital of the season on Tuesday, September 29 at 8:15 p.m. at the *
•newly
refurbished Faye Spanos Concert Hall on the University of the *
w
*
<*-, ., "V 1'•k of it .hf*
al
{pacific
campus.
The
quintet
was
organized
at
UOP's
Conservatory
of
*
fad*
** tehe lr **y,
^ • • k •KZt
tow •Music in 1970 and has presented concerts, clinics and symposiums *
^'*00 to *^ Dttni •throughout the West since that time. The group has also produced a *
{record album which was released by Orion Records. Members of the *•
I to ~ r
•quintet (All Resident Artists at UOP) are Carol van Bronkhoret, flute; J
•Neil Tatman, oboe; William C. Dominik, clarinet; George Nemeth, •
•French horn; and Donald DaGrade, bassoon.
*•
» »'* for this nonsa# • Works to be performed are Serenade und Thema mit Variationen J
• *** + mi m r** {by Theodor Blumer; Eliior Carter's Woodwind Quintet; La Cheminee *
•du Roi Rene by Darius Milhaud; and Eugene Bozza's Scherzo.
*
Itoftpumeochoid! • ,Admission
which will J
» — to
— the recital is a $2.00 scholarship
« - donation
-—
J be requested at the door; students and children will be admitted free of *
•charge.
•
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to the
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UOP isn't
so bad
I from
San Diego, I
I gt what I
(For those of
anuhai •
San Diego®
, located i®
Jevdopf LA,
jjtfl
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repare to laugh yourself into
a state of extreme delirium.
ASUOP is offering one of the fun
niest shows that will ever hit
Stockton and the UOP community
in the near future.
Appearing Saturday, September
26 at the Faye Spanos Concert Hall
will be three of the hottest comedi
ans in America. Included in this
line-up are Ellen Degeneres, Bob
Sarlatte and "Chicago" Steve
Barkley.
Ellen Degeneres has been one
of the most wanted female comedi
ans for some time. Degeneres has
been in several competitions in
cluding the 10th Annual San Fran
International
Stand-up
cisco
Comedy Competition in 1985, in
which she was a finalist, and
Showtime's "Funniest Person In
America" national tour in 1984.
Degeneres has appeared at Wolfgang's and The Punchline in San
Francisco; Igby's and the Beverly
Hilton in Los Angeles and the
Comic Strip in New York.
Bob Sarlatte has been one of the

busiest comedians in the last year.
He is currently a regular reporter
on Entertainment Tonight, has ap
peared on Good Morning America
and, in 1986, made his film debut
in "Star Trek IV." Sarlatte has
also made several appearances on
Late Night with David Letterman
and a comedy special for the
Playboy channel.
"Chicago" Steve Barkley is best
known as the force behind the
comedy scene on the Monterey
Peninsula and also hosts Monter
ey's only club, The Club, every
Sunday in Monterey. Barkley has
also appeared at The Punchline
and the Boarding House in San
Francisco.
The show begins at 7 p.m. and
tickets will be available at the box
office. Price for the tickets are
$7.50/$6.50 for non-UOP card
holders and $5.50/$4.50 for UOP
cardholders.
This event is sure to be the ribtickling, knee slapping comedy
event of the season and is sure to
keep you rolling in the aisles for the
entire performance. Take some
time out for this event and enjoy
the laughter!

Ellen Degeneres

King's 'Misery' strikes once again
and cares for him as best she can
(both his legs are broken and his
Staff Writer
pelvis is dislocated). Keeping Paul
ummer is the time when captive in a room with only a bed,
most people catch up on a wheelchair, a typewriter and pa
their reading. It's the time to grab per, Annie forces Paul to revive
a good book and work on your her favorite character, Misery
tan. Instead of reading some corny Chastain (Paul had killed off Mis
romance, however, I prefer to be ery in the last book of the series).
The weeks turn into months and
scared out of my wits while I catch
some rays. Fortunately Stephen Paul writes to please Annie. If he
King's latest novel, Misery, was doesn't, she tortures him until he
released in time to do some serious does. Paul slowly recovers, and
although he's crippled, begins to
summer reading.
Misery revolves around two regain his strength. During this
main characters. Paul Sheldon is a time, the police begin to look for
young successful author of a best- him and he makes several futile
selling series. This series of histor
ical romances follows the life of a
fictitious woman, "Misery Chastain." The other main character is
Annie Wilkes, a hefty ex-nurse.
Annie is a deranged psychotic and
also Paul's "number one fan."
The story that follows could easily
be Stephen King's worst night
mare.
Just after completing his new
novel, Fast Cars (which is not part
of the "Misery Chastain" series),
Sheldon leaves his hotel room in
Colorado and begins a long trip.
Driving through the mountains, an
unexpected snowstorm arises and
Paul loses control of his car. The
car veers off a narrow road and
crashes. Unconscious and close to
death, Paul is saved by his
"number one fan," Annie Wilkes.
She takes him to her nearby home
Rhonda Filer
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J Margaret Debiting, soprano, and Frederick Gersfen, baritone, will J
^ perform a duo recital on Monday, September 28, at 8:15 p.m. in the *
• Faye Spanos Concert Hall on the UOP campus. Joan Coulter of the *
{ UOP Conservatory of Music piano faculty will be their accompanist. • Both singers are former faculty members of the Conservatory. Mr. *
• Gersten received his training at the Julliard School of Music. J
{Following military service as soloist with the United States Military
• Band at West Point, he was engaged as leading baritone by several *
• West German opera houses. While in Europe, he presented recital? in J
{Germany, Holland and France under the auspices of the U.S. State *
• Department. He has continued his career in the U.S. and is currently *
j professor of music and director of opera theatre at the University of *
{Wyoming. While in Stockton Mr. Gersten will be the cantor for the *• High Holidays at Temple Israel.
J
J Margaret Dehning was given a voice scholarship at the age of 16 to ^
• study with the distinguished soprano Alice Mock at the University of *
• Southern California. That began an active career as a recital singer J
J and soloist with many orchestras throughout California and in *
• England. Mrs. Dehning moved to Stockton in 1972 with her husband, j
• conductor William Dehning. Her most recent performance was the J
J lead role of Rosalinda in Johann Strauss' opera "Die Fledermaus" >
• performed by the Modesto Opera Theatre. Mrs. Dehning has been on *
• the voice faculty at California State University Stanislaus for the past ^
{ten years.
*
• Diis recital is sponsored by the Conservatory Student Senate at *
• UOP. Admission is by a $2 scholarship donation; students and jf
*
[ children will be admitted free of charge.
*
*
*
DEPT. OF DRAMA AND DANCE
*
• Die UOP Department of Drama and Dance announces the owning *
*
•of its 1987-1988 season with the High Whitemore play Pack of Lies ^
{directed by Scott Eckern. Performances will be held in the DeMarcus *
• Brown Theatre beginning on Wednesday, October 7 and continuing
Jon October 8, 9, 10, and 11. All performances will begin at 8 p.m. ^
•Ticket prices are $4 for general admission and $2 for students, senior £
•citizens and UOP staff. Tickets are on sale now. For more *
{information and ticket reservations contact the Department of Drama ^
• and Dance Box Office ar 946-2118.
*
J Die all UOP student cast of this play based on a true story set in *
{i960 England includes, Annette Wicks as Barbara Jackson, Colin ^ •n
•Thomson as her husband Bob, and Bonnfe Roten as their daughter *.
{Julie. Echo Rqzzi and James Tysinger IH play Helen and Peter J
•Kroger, with Martyn Ryder as the detective, Mr. Stewart, and Michele *

attempts to escape. Although
investigators go to her house, An
nie gets rid of them in various
ways, one involving a lawnmower.
Paul realizes that he will eventually
die there if he doesn't escape. The
final confrontation comes when
Paul finishes Annie's "Misery"
novel and vows to escape or die
trying. Whether Paul escapes or
dies is up to you to discover.
•Misery is a great book (what else
would you expect from King?),
and it doesn't lack gore. However,
the author intends to scare the
reader instead of grossing him out.
Because of this intention, the plot

is a little more plausible. As with
his other books, King never fails to
make the reader feel like a charac
ter in the story.
The only problem with the book
is the excerpts from the "Misery"
novel Paul writes to please Annie.
During these excerpts, the pace
slows down and it becomes a bit
annoying to read two novels at
once.
Misery is a must for all fans of
Stephen King. Even if you're not a
fan of his, read Misery. It might
prove to be an enjoyable experi
ence. One thing is for sure; you
won't be miserable reading Misery.
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ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
Open Meeting
Thursday 6:30-8 p.iri.
University Center
Conference Room

HASHERS needed
now!
Meals and Salary
Alpha Chi Omega

The Call
& The
Uptones

Achievements
Winner: Showtime's "Funniest Person in
America"
1st Runner-up: SF's 10th Annual International
Comedy Competition
Appearances
HBO: Young Comedians Reunion
HBO: Women of the Night
tomedy on Campus
The Playboy Channel: Co
The Tonight Show/Johnny Carson
Major comedy clubs: SF, NY. LA, etc.

Regularly Appearing
Entertainment Tonight
PM Magazine
Bob Uecker's Wacky World of Sports
Appearances
Late Night with David Letterman
The Playbov Channel
Trek IV
Starr 1

also starring
Chicago Sieve Berkley end

Thursday, October 1
at 8 p.m.
A.G. Spanos Center
Only 1,500 tickets will be sold

Mrs. Paul 465-0936 or 464-1 655

BOB SARLATTE

ELLEN DEGENERES

j tickets available at the UOP Box Office & all BASS Outlets

Laughs Unltd, Stockton

; SATURDAY, SEPT. 26,7 p.m.
••

•• •

•••' irAi-wity wwxfclcd

FAYE SPANOS CONCERT HALL
Tickets S7.50/S6.50 general. $5.50/S4.50 ASUOP card holders
Tickets available ai the UOP Box Office and all BASS locations,
or charge by phone. 20lJ-<)4t>.2474 or 2(N-46(i-HASS

KUOP,m9Q

Brought to you by
ASUOP Concert Productions

Unlimited
IK-HIIM
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Student wins
Gus Weekley
Staff Writer

S

herwood Mall played host to
approximately 120 people of
all ages who came not to shop, but
to exercise. St. Joseph's Etness
Center, in cooperation with the
mall, is holding classes in walking.
The mall walking program,
which began on August 19, has
been a success. The program meets
Monday, Wednesday and Friday
from 8:30 to 9:30 p.m. and the
classes are free for everyone. Safe
ty, cool air and a traffic free envi
ronment are among the main rea
sons stated for the Interest in the
mall walk. The walkers, the
majority of whom are elderly, are
closely supervised by a qualified
instructor from St. Joseph's. An
gela Korng, the instructor, has been
supervising programs such as this
fqrtwq years.
Konig is a nationally ranked swim
mer anffhas just completed a swim
across the Maui Channel. She did
not want to speak about herself,
but rather about the program.
"The program gives people a rea
son to exercise. It is safe," she
said.
The
participants
are

instructed on the targeted heart
zone and the problems associated
with over stressing themselves. She
explains that keeping your heart
rate in the target zone will burn fat,
but that increasing the heart rate
over the limit will begin to feed on
the proteins.
The whistle sounds, aiinouncing
the beginning of stretching
exercises. The class is put through
a series of stretching and breathing
exercises designed to loosen the
muscles before the 40 minute walk.
After the 10 minute stretch, each
participant takes his targeted heart
rate and then begins the walk. One
trip around the mall is one quarter
of a mile. Some participants are
only able to complete two laps
before needing to slow down; how
ever, some last for 10 laps or more.
At various intervals throughout the
walk, pulse and heart rate are
taken either by the individual, or
the instructor, if the student is
having difficulty measuring the
rate.
"I am recovering from an injury
and this is allowing me to start
slowly," said one woman, of the
program. The woman was at the
mall with a friend and was rapidly

moving around the course. A cou
ple said that they like the company
the program offers. "Misery en
joys company," stated the 71 year
old gentian. They both spoke
about the difficulties in getting ex
ercise on an individual basis, but
there are people to meet and see
here and that really seems to bring
people to the program.
Some of the people come in
sweats and some in dresses or
trousers and the footgear ranges
from sandals and loafers to
high-tech aerobic shoes. Many of
the participants are on a heart
medicine which is specifically de
signed to keep their heart rate at a
lower level. The instructor tells
them to target ten points lower.
Everyone in the program may
obtain the benefits of exercise as
long as it is done with guidance.
A Stockton resident since 1933
sees the program as therapy. The
80 year-old was "athletic as hell"
in younger days, but after surgery
he must take his exercise a bit more
slowly. The supervision is the most
important thing for him.
According to Konig, there has
never been a serious incident of
injury or death in the still young

program. Each active participant
must sign a release form, limiting
the liability of St. Joseph's. The
shop owners see the exercise pro
gram as beneficial for the elderly,
but do not expect to find profit in
die program. "Most of them are
gone by quarter of ten and you
never really knew that they were
here," says one store manager.
The walk ends with another 10
minutes of stretching and breath
ing at which time more teaching
about heart rate and pulse is given
in a brief, yet exacting manner. At
9:30, the class is over and the
participants quickly leave the mall.
Eve minutes after the end of class,
there are only four people remain
ing, and they are chatting on one
of the benches.
"I am impressed with how inter
ested they are in doing the exercise
correctly," says Konig. "They try
to be at the right level of respon
siveness." The program is a suc
cess as was evident from the num
bers and the enthusiasm displayed
by the participants. They seemed
to be eagerly awaiting the next
class on Wednesday.

Stockton calendar Skiers want YOU!
Who says Stockton has nothing to offer? Though it may not be
Disneyland, one can always find entertainment around the area.
Stockton has a lot to offer, if looked at optimistically. Below are just
a few events planned for the upcoming month:
September 25 to 27

"Jazz on the Waterfront",
Stockton Waterfront, 466-7066.

September 26

"Don Pasquale", Western Opera
Theater in English, Atherton
Auditorium, Delta College,
474-5110.

October 10

German Oktoberfest, Lodi
Grape Pavillion, (1) 369-2771

October 10 and 11

Riverbank Cheese and Wine
Exposition, (1) 869-4541.

October 20

"Taste of the Town", Benefiting
Stockton Symphony League, Alex
G. Spanos Center, 948-0875.

Robyn Bullard
Feature Editor

L

ooking for some social spark
in your life with fun and
relaxation all in one? Well, for a
good time call Pacific Ski Club.
Each year at this time, UOP's
ski club begins their fall
"recruitment" for new members,
with several informative activities.
This year's first meeting will con
sist of general information, refresh
ments and a Warren Miller ski
film. Anyone is welcome to come
and find what this club is all about.
And just what is it all about?
Dede Mayfield, Ski Club presi
dent, said that the club is a "great
way to meet new people." Mayfield, a former marketing assistant
for Heavenly Valley ski resort and
UOP senior, already has several
weekend trips to nearby resorts
planned, along with a fashion

Stephanie Gandy
International Editor

A

udrey Schroeder, a junior in
ternational studies major,
has been selected as the recipient of
a $700 scholarship from Delta
Delta Delta sorority. Each year, as
part of its philanthropic activities,
the sorority offers a scholarship to
an undergraduate woman who ex
presses high academic goals and a

Attention

Writers needed...

SHOULD
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Directors are looking for the "hometown" type. If you
would like to be "center stage," watch for more details
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Tigers battle hard in loss to ASU
pussell Keys
Sports Editor
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played tough for the rest of the
game. They let ASU come out and
score two quick touchdowns, both
by fullback Channing Williams:
one at the 11:31 mark and the
other at the 7:12 mark. The Tiger
defense then held them scoreless
until the 1:12 mark of the second
quarter when Daniel Ford hit wide
receiver Aaron Cox with a 17-yard
touchdown pass.
The Tiger offense managed to
put their first points on the board
early in the second quarter follow
ing a fumble recovery by Pacific's
Todd Herrington on the ASU 43yard line. The Tigers drove down
to the ASU 23 and, on fourth and
six, lined up for a field goal. The
Tigers, who had been resorting to

trick plays all night, reached into
their grab-bag and pulled out a
fake field goal-which turned out to
be a pass from receiver Booker
Guyton to running back Keith Par
ker at the ASU 16. Unfortunately,
a holding penalty on Pacific nulli
fied the completion and the Tigers
had to "settle" for a 50-yard field
goal By Mark Gran.
Pacific received the kickoff to
start the second half but fumbled
the ball on their own 20. ASU took
over at the 20 and scored three
plays later on a nine-yard run by
Williams.
The Pacific offense came to life
in the fourth quarter with two
impressive drives. They took over
the ball with 1:23 left in the third

quarter and drove to the ASU twoyard line before settling for a 22yard field goal by Gran. In the
drive, Andrew Thomas had key
runs of four, seven, three and
three, and tight end Doug Tackett
caught a 12-yard pass from quar
terback Ron Beverly.
On their next possession, follow
ing a 33-yard ASU punt, Pacific
took over the ball on their bight
and drove 92 yards for their final
score, a 6-yard TD pass to Ken
nedy Bryant. Earlier in that drive,
Beverly had hit Tackett with a
62-yard TD pass but it was nulli
fied by an illegal procedure penal
ty. Beverly and fullback Chris
Mendenhall had key runs and
Guyton and Bryant made some

important receptions during the
drive.
Punter Brian Jones maintained
his outstanding punting average by
averaging 49.8 yards per kick.
The Tiger defense held ASU to
just 102 yards of offense in the
second half while the Tiger offense
gained 162 yards. Penalties and
missed cues kept the Tigers from
having more yardage. On offense,
the Tigers were penalized four
times for 25 yards and lost chances
for potential touchdowns twice.
Fortunately, these are only errors
and not permanent ailments; they
can be avoided with better
concentration.
(see FOOTBALL, page 8)

Field hockey prepares to munch Chico State
Brian S. Thompson
Sports Editor
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Arizona
State's
Sun
Devil
Stadium. They faced a team
ranked 15th in top-twenty polls
across the nation. Arizona was
higger, faster and stronger than
they were; the Sun Devils were
defending Rose Bowl champions
playing in a stadium with 70,000
screaming fans.
Well, those odds alone would
have given Pacific enough reasons
to turn around and return to
Stockton or just give up and take
their lumps—but they didn't.
Though the Tigers lost to ASU
31-12, they learned . something:
they are improving.
The Tiger defense succumbed to
the intimidation of the Sun Devils
for only the first quarter, but

T

he third Northern Pacific
(NorPac) Conference game
for women's field hockey will be at
Chico State this Saturday. The
Lady Tigers will not have the
luxury of the familiar terrain they
used for last weekend's match
against Stanford.
In having to go back on the
road, the Lady Tigers will have to
concentrate earnestly to beat
Chico. According to head coach
Carla Konet, against Stanford the
team may have lost the intense
concentration which they needed
to beat their conference foe.
There were opportunities for the
Lady Tigers, but the Cardinals
successfully staved off any such
mauling. Pacific was 0-0 at the half
and glory days looked imminent,
but not yet. Stanford was
victorious by winning 3-0 over Pacific. AB of Stanford's points came

in the second half of the game, and
their first
point was from a
penalty against Pacific. The point was
scored ait 2:16 of the second half.
Before the Lady Tigers could re
gain composure, Stanford had

scored its three points in the first 13
minutes.
If Pacific is going to defeat
Chico they must sustain intensity,
aggresiveness, and concentration.
What could prove to be an asset is

that there are more freshman on
the team - seven total this year and five strong returners, including
three seniors and two juniors. Only
six freshmen played against Stan
ford because one newcomer is tem
porarily out of competition due to
a stress fracture incurred before the
season.
After finishing at second place
in the NorPac Conference last
season, two Lady Tigers attained
All NorPac status: goal keeper
Shari Megginson, and forward

Donna Bonino. Megginson is a
junior and was the top goal keeper
in the conference last season. Bo
nino is also a junior and is current
ly playing mid-field and forward.
Going on the road could prove
beneficial if history has any rele
vance to the prowl of the Lady
Tigers when away from home.
This is especially true considering
that the season began for the team
on September 4. While on the
road, they gainfully defeated
Southern Illinois 2-0. Unfortunately,

on September 5, the team lost at
Southwest Missouri with a final
score of 0-1.
"This is a very young team and the
first part of the year is serving as
an adjustment to college competi
tion," said Konet. "Nonetheless,
we have some exceptionally strong
players."
Now the Lady Tigers will com
pete in intercolligate play against
yet another adversary, but this
time with a renewed vigor and
emphasis on mental toughness.
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Volleyball outlasts Stanford

TIGER TRACKS

Russell Keys

Thursday, September 24

Sports Editor

F

4 p.m.

Water Polo hosts Air Force

or only the second time this
year, the Lady Tigers
volleyball team played in a match
that went more than three games.

Friday, September 25
All Day
7:30 p.m.

Water Polo at Cal Tournament
Volleyball at UCSB
Dept. NCAA/PCAA Rules Seminar

On Tuesday night, before 2,900
screaming fans, the Tigers man
aged to defeat a tough Stanford
Cardinal team in five games 15-13,
15-11, 7-15, 8-15, and 15-8 in a
contest that lasted two hours and
seven minutes.
The win boosted the Tigers'
record to 6-0 and assured them of
retaining their number one rank
ing. Stanford's record is now 5-3.
The Tigers jumped out to a two
game lead before losing the third
game which was dominated by
Stanford. Pacific pulled ahead in
the fourth game and led 7-6, but
Stanford behind Laura Olesen,
who led the Cardinal with 17 kills
and Teresa Smith's flying serves,
took the lead and never
relenquished it.
"They out dug us, out passed us
and out served us in the third and
fourth games," said UOP outside
hitter Teri McGrath.
After a brief intermission, a re
juvenated Tiger team jumped out
to an 8-1 lead in the fifth game, at
which point the teams changed
sides. Stanford managed to get side
out and score. Pacific scored one
more time before letting Stanford
score six straight points making the
score 9-8. The Tigers called time
out and went on to score the final
six points, which Stanford didn't
give up too easily.
Pacific was led by senior outside
hitter Dorothy Hert who was cho
sen as the CEC Most Valuable
Player of the Game. Hert had 14
kills, 21 digs and two service aces.
Senior outside hitter Teri McGrath
also had a fine match, putting
down 13 kills and had 14 digs.
Junior outside hitter Brooke Herrington, who celebrated her 21st
birthday yesterday, put down 10
kills and had two service aces, and
23 digs. The win had to be a great
birthday present.

TBA

Saturday, September 26
10 a.m.
All Day
7:30 p.m.

Cross Country at Stanislaus Invitational
Water Polo at Cal Tournament
Volleyball at Cal Poly-SLO
Football at Washington

lp.m.

Friday, October 2
Noon
7:30 p.m.

Booster Luncheon
Volleyball hosts Brigham Young

Saturday, October 3
6:30 p.m.
All Day
2 p.m.
Noon

Football hosts New Mexico State
Cross Country UOP Invitational
FieM Hockey hosts Chico State
Water Polo hosts Pepperdine
Volleyball hosts Cal Poly-SLO

3:30 p.m.

Football
(continued from page 7)

AASU

"We really had a chance to
make it a better game," said head
coach Bob Cope. "They (ASU) are
a fine team, but we didn't need to
help them with a few penalties.
You just can't make mistakes
against a great team like Arizona
State. I'm pleased with our effort,
but we shouldn't be happy with a
loss. Our team is getting better; we
came to play and we played hard. I
feel good about the way we hung in
there."
What does the improved offen
sive and defensive effort in the
second half of the ASU game
signify for Saturday's 1 p.m. con
test against Washington? It gives
the Tigers momentum for Satur
day and shows that they will not
roll over against high-powered
teams. This improvement could
make for a good game.

(continued from page 2)
experience. Thompson said, "It is
never enough to just want to do
well, but rather there must be a
conscious effort made in that dir
ection. If you try then success is
attainable."
Stacey Varnado, President of
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority,
urged students to become more
involved with the Associated Stu
dents of the University (ASUOP),
which is the largest student organi
zation campus wide, and with the
Greek system. The evening con
cluded with a special slide presenta
tion by Professor Mark Ealey, who
is chairman of the Department of
Black Studies and faculty advisor
of the AASU, about his recent trip
to Africa.

.

Freshman Cathey Scotlan, who
is starting in place of the injured
Elaina Oden, had her best match
as a Tiger. Scotlan had 10 kills,
and was on several team blocks.
Krissy Fifer, Andrea Redick,
Pam Lance and Leona Bielefeld
came off the bench to contribute
to the win. Fifer had six kills
in the two games she played in.
The Tigers got their fourth and
fifth wins this past weekend, de
feating San Diego State Friday
night 15-11, 15-1, and 15-5 and
Fresno State on Saturday night
15-8,15-4, and 15-8. Friday night's
game against San Diego State was
Pacific's home opener. The
crowds, which averaged about
1,500 each night, got their first
look at the Tigers of the future as
Scotlan, Fifer, and Devin Scruggs,
all freshmen, made their debut in
the Spanos Center.
Fifer, who has been playing like
a veteran, led the PCAA last week
with a .667 hitting percentage.
Against Fresno State, she came off
the bench, had seven kills, and was
chosen as the CEC player of the
game. Fifer had committed no er-|
rors through 5 games and made £
just two against Stanford.
Scruggs had fine performances
Pacific's Mary Miller attempts to beat the Fresno State block on a kill
against San Diego State and
attempt.
Fresno State and will also be a
player to watch this season.
Scotlan, who is filling some big
shoes right now, has performed
extremely well. She proved to be a
competent replacement, demon
strating a powerful spike and
FOR SALE: 1962 VW Baja,
HOMEWORKERS
WANT
strong play at the net. At times
New 1641 cc; two 14' centerlines
ED! TOP PAY! C.I. 121 24th
Scotlan's inexperience has shown
5 lug Chevy. Call 951-9110.
Ave., N.W. Suite 222 Norman
but she has also demonstrated that
OK 73069.
she will be one of Pacific's domi
nant players in the future.
Couch $25 Good condition.
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIR
Tommorrow, the volleyball team
Phone 478-8811 and leave a
ING. M/F. Summer & Career
travels to Santa Barbara to take on
message.
opportunities (will Train). Ex
the Gauchos and on Saturday they
cellent pay plus world travel.
head down the road to take on the
Sewing: Costumes, Repairs, or
Hawaii, Bahamas, Caribbean,
Mustangs of Cal Poly San Luis
Alterations. $5/hr., one hr.
etc.
CALL NOW 206-736-0775
Obispo. The Tigers' PCAA record
minimum. Contact Cheryl at
Ext.
C205.
is currently 2-0.
944-7249 or Farley 308.
The Gauchos are also 2-0 in the
PCAA, but 10-3 overall and are
College students earn $6-$10 per
Lisa- Good luck! You deserve
ranked 13 in the NCAA Poll. Cal
hour working part-time on
it. Thanx for being there for me
Poly is 1-1 in the PCAA 7-2
campus. For more information,
when I needed someone. CJZ
overall.
call 1-800-932-0528.
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The only new edition of an unabridged'dictionary
published in the English'speaking world since 1966.'

JUST PUBLISHED...
The ultimate dictionary
for today, tomorrow, and
a changing world

Regularly

79. 95
Retail

Why should you own
an unabridged dictionary?
Very simplv, an unabridged dictionary is the
most useful dictionary vou can own. It provides
more entries, more definitions, more back
ground. than any desk or college dictionary.
And it shows you how to use this information
correctly—something no abridged dictionary
can do. In addition, only an unabridged, with
its encyclopedic information, can serve as a
rich, fascinating guide to our history, our
changing language—our entire culture.
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Why the Random House
unabridged is the ultimate.
The Random House Dictionary of die English
Language: Second Edition—Unabridged is, quite
literally, the last word in dictionaries! When
the first edition was published in 1966, it was
hailed as the classic in its field. This new,
completely up-dated edition is the first new
edition of an unabridged dictionary to appear
since 1966.

Mon.-Thur.,
9/28-10/1

10 a.m.-4 p.m.
Time

UOP Bookstore
Place
Deposit Required

© 1987 ArtCarved Class Rinds.

Use your bookstore charge!

Halloween
P O S T E R

C O N T E S T

DESIGN A HALLOWEEN POSTER
FOR THE BOOKSTORE!
FIRST PRIZE:
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now 59. 95
One week only!

the Quality.
The Craftsmanship.
the Reward You Deserve.
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ANY MEDIUM-BE CREATIVE!
MINIMUM SIZE 11X14, MAXIMUM 20X22
GRUMBACHER ART KIT
VOTING BY STUDENT BALLOT
VALUE TO $150.00 PICK UP OFFICIAL RULES AT THE BOOKSTORE

University Book Store
University Center • Stockton, CA 95211 • (209) 946-2327
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